Synergistic Oxygen Evolving Activity of a TiO$_2$-Rich Reconstructed SrTiO$_3$(001) Surface
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ABSTRACT: In addition to composition, the structure of a catalyst is another fundamental determinant of its catalytic reactivity. Recently, anomalous Ti oxide-rich surface phases of ternary oxides have been stabilized as nonstoichiometric epitaxial overlayers. These structures give rise to different modes of oxygen binding, which may lead to different oxidative chemistry. Through density functional theory investigations and electrochemical measurements, we predict and subsequently show that such a TiO$_2$ double-layer surface reconstruction enhances the oxygen evolving activity of the perovskite-type oxide SrTiO$_3$. Our theoretical work suggests that the improved activity of the restructured TiO$_2$(001) surface toward oxygen formation stems from (i) having two Ti sites with distinct oxidation activity and (ii) being able to form a strong O–O moiety (which reduces overbonding at Ti sites), which is a direct consequence of (iii) having a labile lattice O that is able to directly participate in the reaction. Here, we demonstrate the improvement of the catalytic performance of a well-known and well-studied oxide catalyst through more modern methods of materials processing, predicted through first-principles theoretical modeling.

1. INTRODUCTION

Transition-metal-based oxides attract significant attention for their ability to catalyze the highly complex four-electron oxidation of water to molecular oxygen, the pair reaction of water reduction to hydrogen gas.$^1$ Current works in the field seek the elusive water oxidation catalyst that is effective while only using earth abundant elements. Recent research has focused on a few well-studied transition metals, such as Mn, Fe, Co and Ni, incorporating new synthetic techniques and/or crystallographic structures.$^2$–$^9$ Through synthetic variations, they have observed different catalytic activities for compositionally similar compounds.

The ability of SrTiO$_3$ to photocatalyze water splitting to generate both H$_2$ and O$_2$ upon illumination of ultraviolet light has been known for over three decades.$^{10,12}$ Unfortunately, as a photoanode, it cannot absorb light with photon energy less than its large band gap energy of 3.2 eV (UV range)$^{10,11}$ This makes it undesirable in photochemical solar energy conversion, since the UV range is only 9% of the solar energy output. It has also been reported that Ti-based oxides, such as SrTiO$_3$, are expected to perform poorly as water oxidation catalysts because Ti$^{IV}$–O is extremely stable and therefore difficult to activate$^{13}$ and that Ti$^{IV}$ is unable to be further oxidized to Ti$^{V}$, which is in principle required to gather enough oxidizing equivalents to oxidize H$_2$O to O$_2$. The photogenerated hole is therefore the key source of its reactivity. Much of the effort toward improving the performance of Ti$^{IV}$ oxides is put into reducing their band gaps via doping, to provide satisfactory absorption closer to or within the visible light range.$^{14–18}$ Concurrently, significant work has also been dedicated to studying surface structural modification on perovskite-type oxides, SrTiO$_3$ being one of the most studied, leading to discovery of diverse and chemically distinct surface structures.$^{19–32}$

Recently, anomalous Ti oxide-rich surface phases of ternary oxides have been stabilized as nonstoichiometric epitaxial overlayers with units exhibiting cubane-like motifs.$^{22–25,27–30}$ Through an ab initio investigation, we predict the enhancement of the oxygen evolving activity of SrTiO$_3$ via the aforementioned surface structure modification, and we confirm the enhancement through electrochemical measurements. Interestingly, the reconstruction presents a diversity of Ti–O bonding environments, where some bonds are more covalent than others. This makes some surface Ti ions more electron-rich.
Figure 1. Structure of the SrTiO$_3$(001) bulk-like and DL reconstructed surfaces. (a) The bulk-like TiO$_2$ and (b) the 2 × 1-DL surfaces.$^{22}$ (c) Top-down view of the 2 × 1-DL surface, which shows the surface Ti arranged in a zigzag pattern (traced by the blue dot-dashed line). The 2 × 1 supercell is marked by the red dashed line. (d) Ti$_4$O$_6$ subunit of the surface reconstruction exhibiting cubane-like structure. (e) A typical LEED pattern of a double-domain 2 × 1 reconstruction measured at 38 eV, a 2 × 1 pattern is marked. (f) Highly oxidized derivative of the 2 × 1-DL, predicted to be stable under catalytic conditions (B5 in Figure 3, R4 in Figure 4b). The 2 × 2 supercell simulation size is marked by the red dashed lines. (g) Angled view of the structure in (f).

Figure 2. (a) $I$–$V$ (vs standard hydrogen electrode, SHE, at 10 mV/s, average of five anodic–cathodic scan cycles), colored lines, and $I$–$t$ (at 1.2 V vs SHE with UV–vis illumination), black lines, plots for the surface reconstructed samples. Shaded regions correspond to the current standard deviation and surface area uncertainty. m1 and m2 denote measurements from fresh samples and after the 14 h constant voltage electrolysis, respectively. Insets show m2-type measurement averaged over 25 anodic–cathodic scan cycles at 10 mV/s. (b) and (c) $I$–$V$ for reconstructed and control samples (1 mV/s, averaged over 2 anodic–cathodic scan cycles), respectively, with and without illumination. Thick arrows mark the onset voltages ($\approx$0.75 V). (d) Tafel plots with linear regression lines. $I$–$V$ curves were taken from 1 mV/s data acquisition (averaged over 2 cycles) from 0.9 to 1.2 V vs SHE ($\eta$ = 0.5–0.8 V). Solid line, surface reconstructed samples; broken line, control. The colors correspond to the same sample color designations in a and c and Figure S1 in the Supporting Information. Tafel parameters are summarized in Table S2 in the Supporting Information.
than others. As we will show, Ti atoms with different bonding environments on a nonstoichiometric surface show novel catalytic behavior; they can interact differently with O species and function as a single catalytic unit by playing complementary roles in the reaction, thereby improving the energetics of the four-step water oxidation. Our work suggests that a crucial aspect for the catalytic synthesis of dioxygen on this surface is the cooperative work between an oxidizable active site that can accommodate electrophilic O species and a weak Lewis acid site that acts as a repository of nucleophilic O species. Furthermore, these two sites must be in electronic communication with each other.

SrTiO$_x$ a perovskite-type oxide, has alternating layers of SrO and TiO$_2$ along its [001] crystallographic axis. Figure 1a shows the TiO$_2$ exposed (001) termination with the corner-shared square planar TiO$_4$ units on the surface layer. It has been reported that a TiO$_2$-rich surface reconstruction forms when the SrTiO$_3$ (001) surface is heated to 900–1100 °C and exposed to a continuous flow of O$_2$ after aggressive Ar$^+$ sputtering, although other synthetic methods and conditions have found similar surface reconstructions. These reconstructions are generally found to be composed of a bulk-like TiO$_2$ layer supporting a TiO$_2$ overlayer or collectively a double-layer (DL). The 2 × 1 TiO$_2$-DL reconstruction (Figure 1b) has an overlayer composed of edge-shared TiO$_4$ units distributed in a zigzag ladder pattern, and each overlayer Ti sits atop a surface oxygen. The laterally unshared O atoms are either one- or two-fold coordinated, O and O, respectively, while the laterally shared O atoms are either three- or four-fold coordinated, O and O, respectively (O and sit atop subsurface layer Ti), see Figure 1c). The bonding between overlayer Ti and O is quite covalent, since O is divalent and O is singly coordinated. Figure 1d shows the cubane-like Ti$_4$O$_6$ subunit of the surface. The exceptional stability of this reconstruction under oxidizing conditions and its diverse Ti-O bonding character and O coordination number prompt us to evaluate these surfaces (such as the 2 × 1-DL) as potential catalysts for oxidative chemistry.

2. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

2.1. Photoelectrochemical Measurements. Four 2 × 1 surface reconstructed Nb-doped (1.4 mol %) SrTiO$_3$ single crystals were prepared, and the appearance of the reconstruction was confirmed via low-energy electron diffraction (LEED), as shown in Figure 1e. Heavily doped samples were chosen to decouple variation in the bulk conductivity from surface reconstruction due to processing. Indeed, resistivity measurements indicate that none of the processing required to create the reconstruction significantly alters the bulk electrical properties (see Table S1 in the Supporting Information). Photoelectrochemical measurements were performed on these reconstructed samples. Figure 2a shows the current vs voltage (I–V) curves of the surface reconstructed samples (see also Figure S1 in the Supporting Information) with onset voltages of 0.75 V vs the standard hydrogen electrode (SHE). Along with the I–V curves, the current vs time (I–t) curves (black lines), at constant potential and UV–vis illumination, are plotted. Stable current densities of about 0.1–1 mA/cm$^2$ at 1.2 V were obtained corresponding to turnover numbers of 1–10 μmolO$_2$/hr$^{-1}$/cm$^2$ assuming Faradaic efficiency of unity. The contribution of the photoexcitation to the catalytic activity in all cases is found to be minimal (0.02–0.04 mA/cm$^2$ shift in the current density at low potentials), Figure 2b; this is as expected for heavily doped semiconductors, where the free carriers effectively screen or reflect incident photons. It was previously demonstrated that the photocurrent measured under anodic bias may decrease 3-fold when going from 0.07% to 0.69% mol % Nb under UV illumination. Ellipsometric measurements show that the optical properties of the samples are unperturbed by their history (see Figure S2 in the Supporting Information). I–V curves for control samples (with no reconstruction) with and without UV–vis illumination were also obtained, Figure 2c. Much lower current densities were obtained from these samples and they are at least an order of magnitude less than the surface-reconstructed samples at potentials greater than 0.9 V.

The anodic current density, $j_a$, is known to increase exponentially with overpotential, the difference between the applied potential, $U$, and the equilibrium reduction potential, $\epsilon_{eq} = 0.40$ V vs SHE at pH = 14. This is expressed in the Tafel relation: $j_a = j_{oe} \exp(\eta/A)$, where $j_{oe}$ is the exchange current density and $A$ is the temperature-dependent Tafel slope. $\eta$ is usually plotted against log($j_a$), $\eta = 2.303A \log(j_a)$, which are shown in Figure 2d. Tafel slopes of 0.2 V with exchange current densities of 0.003–0.05 mA/cm$^2$ (see Table S2 in the Supporting Information) were obtained from the reconstructed samples at 0.9–1.2 V potential window. Much higher Tafel slopes (0.5–1 V) and lower exchange current densities (0.001–0.003 mA/cm$^2$) were found for the control samples, although the UHV annealed sample showed a better Tafel slope (0.2 V) but much lower $j_{oe}$ (0.0006 mA/cm$^2$). Exclusively annealing SrTiO$_3$ in UHV had been previously shown to produce the 2 × 1 reconstruction, however the surface Ti-enrichment processes (spattering and chemical etching) and calcination in furnace in O$_2$ are essential for producing very sharp LEED images (indicating large areas of the reconstruction). Thus, the observed enhancement of slope for the UHV annealed control sample is likely due to some surface reconstruction that is undetectable in LEED. Samples exhibiting similar Tafel slopes likely indicate similar catalytic mechanisms; however varying the effective catalytic surface area will lead to changes in their $j_{oe}$.

In all cases, the activity is observed over prolonged period of time which eventually decreases (compare curves m1 and m2 in Figure 2a), presumably due to the loss in the long-range order at the surface, because of, for example, undesirable adsorbates and the loss of the active surface structure. However, the enhancement of used samples is noticeably better than controls, and simply reannealing them in UHV recovers the catalytic activity. LEED patterns of reannealed samples confirm the existence of 2 × 1 reconstruction indicating that recovering procedure in UHV restores the long-range surface order (see Figures S4–S6 in Supporting Information.)

We have found that this enhancement may be ascribed to the acquired efficiency due to the reconstruction, which enables thermodynamically balanced chemical routes. This is discussed in the following sections.

2.2. Computational Framework. A theoretical framework adapted from refs 39–43 is used to evaluate the surface’s oxygen evolving activity through a density functional theory (DFT) thermodynamics approach. The method uses a metric that relies on finding the largest thermodynamic barrier associated with the elementary steps after breaking the reaction: $2\text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \text{O}_2 + 4\text{H}^+ + 4e^-$ down into four proton-coupled electron-transfer steps, with appropriate intermediates. For a reaction consisting of four single-electron steps (as in the reaction above): $\eta = U - \epsilon = 1/4 \sum_{i=1}^{4}[U - \epsilon_i]$, where $\epsilon_i$
and $\varepsilon_{eq}$ are the equilibrium reduction potential of step $i$ and of the overall reaction relative to a suitable reference, respectively. Here we use the standard hydrogen electrode as the reference. We can define the minimum $\eta$ at which all $[U - \varepsilon(i)] \geq 0$ to favor oxidation, which is $\eta_{\text{min}} = \max(\varepsilon(i) - \varepsilon_{eq}) = \Delta \varepsilon_{\text{max}}$. Note that the Gibbs free energy of step $i$ oxidation half-reaction, $\Delta G_{\text{ox}}(i)$, (in eV) is equal to $e \varepsilon(i)$, where $e$ is the electron charge.

A criterion for a good oxygen evolving catalyst, therefore, is having the maximum $\varepsilon(i)$ close to the reversible potential of the $\text{O}_2/\text{H}_2\text{O}$ half reaction, ($\varepsilon_{\text{eq}}$ = 1.23, 0.40 V vs standard hydrogen electrode at pH = 1, 14). This method has been shown to accurately capture experimental oxygen evolving activity trends of many inorganic metal oxides, metals, and biological cofactors containing metal oxides.\textsuperscript{39,40−45} Thus, comparing $\Delta \varepsilon_{\text{max}}$ for different catalysts calculated by the same method is an excellent predictor of relative catalytic performance of oxides. Indeed oxides with exceptional oxygen evolving activity have low predicted $\Delta \varepsilon_{\text{max}}$.\textsuperscript{39,42−45} See Materials and Methods section for details.

The use of thermodynamic and electronic property-based descriptors, either experimentally or theoretically determined, has gained popularity in the field because of their success in relating and predicting the kinetic behavior of transition-metal oxides toward water splitting.\textsuperscript{40,41,46−49}

2.3. Surface Hydration and Oxidation. Prior to the theoretical activity study described above, the transformation of the surfaces in aqueous and oxidizing conditions must be evaluated. This is to determine the most thermodynamically favorable form of the surfaces that would perform the catalytic reactions. The hydration chemistry of the TiO$_2$ (001) termination of SrTiO$_3$ is very well studied.\textsuperscript{50−55} While numerous literature for bulk-like termini are available, study on the water chemistry of surface reconstructions of SrTiO$_3$ is still emerging. Recent notable works in this field explores the hydration behavior\textsuperscript{54,55} of the more reactive reconstructed (110) surface,\textsuperscript{56} while another provides DFT-based partial hydration studies on the TiO$_2$-rich $2 \times 1$ (001) reconstruction.\textsuperscript{28,29} In the later work, hydration was found to present a potential explanation for the ubiquity of the $2 \times 1$ reconstruction over the chemically related $c(2 \times 2)$ variant, attesting to the propensity of the former toward hydration to acquire seemingly anomalous stability.\textsuperscript{28,29} DFT-based studies on the water oxidation path for $\text{O}_2$ synthesis on perovskite oxides has also been well documented. However, in these studies, the bulk-like termini, for example, the TiO$_2$ (001) for Ti-based perovskites, were the only surfaces considered.\textsuperscript{45}

The stability of the $1 \times 1$ TiO$_2$ (denoted as A0 in Figure S7 in the Supporting Information) and $2 \times 1$-DL (denoted as B0 in Figure S8 in the Supporting Information and Figure 3) with respect to their hydrated and more oxidized forms were determined. This is done considering operational electrochemical conditions (298 K, equilibrium with an aqueous environment, pH = 14, and subjected to an anodic (oxidizing) potential). To find the most stable surfaces in these conditions, H$_2$O molecules have been added to both A0 and B0, and then H atoms have been progressively removed from them. This is
because it is expected that the surface becomes more O-rich as the potential bias becomes increasingly anodic. The complete hydration and oxidation diagrams are calculated for the bulk-like TiO₂ and the 2 × 1-1 DL surfaces and are shown in Figures S7 and S8 in the Supporting Information, respectively. Figure 3a shows the most stable path to hydration and oxidation (reverse Latimer diagram) for the 2 × 1-1 DL surface (2 × 2 surface cell). Starting from the pristine 2 × 1-1 DL (B0), the surface is hydrated, preferentially on the Ti sites first then on a Ti site, leading to B1 (net hydration process is the red path). From this hydrated form, oxidation occurs by taking out electrons with the release of protons from the surface hydroxyls: total of 2(H⁺ + e⁻) leading to B2 (green path), 3(H⁺ + e⁻) leading to B3 (yellow), 5(H⁺ + e⁻) leading to B4 (pink), and finally, 6(H⁺ + e⁻) with the addition of water leading to B5 (blue). The oxidized structures feature side-on coordinated O₂ (η²-O₂) molecules that are linked to the Ti atoms, either horizontally or vertically oriented, while hydroxide ions are adsorbed on the Ti and Ti atoms. These surface η²-O₂ exhibit either peroxo (single bond) or superoxo (one-and-a-half bond) characteristics as demonstrated by their charges, bond-lengths, and vibrational frequencies, as shown in Table 1. Shown in Figure 1f,g is the highly oxidized form of the 2 × 1-1 DL reconstruction (B5).

### Table 1. Calculated Löwdin charges, Bond Lengths, and Stretching Frequencies of the O₂ Moieties in the Structures in the Catalytic Cycle of the Reconstructed Surfaces

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>structure</th>
<th>orientation</th>
<th>charge (e/molecule)</th>
<th>bond length (Å)</th>
<th>stretching ν (cm⁻¹)</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>B2</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>0.75</td>
<td>1.40</td>
<td>971</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>B3</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>0.35</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1174</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R1</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>0.32</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R2</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>0.34</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1173</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R3 (B4)</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>0.72</td>
<td>1.41</td>
<td>961</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R4 (B5)</td>
<td>horizontal</td>
<td>0.37</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1156</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R5</td>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>0.36</td>
<td>1.30</td>
<td>1133</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>R6</td>
<td>vertical</td>
<td>0.33</td>
<td>1.29</td>
<td>1179</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**Notes:**
- Bulk O⁰:
- H₂O (g): 1.475 877
- O₂(16O)⁻: 1.35 1090

**Remarks:** Structures are shown in Figure 3 and in the catalytic cycle in Figure 4b. High- and low-charge species show the lengths and vibrational frequencies of peroxo and superoxo ligands. Bulk lattice O charge is shown for comparison. Experimental constants taken from NIST chemistry WebBook.

The relative stability of the hydrated and oxidized surfaces vary with the applied potential and pH as shown in Figure 3b,c. The Gibbs free energies, ΔG°ₜₐ, therein (in eV) for conversion of surface XN to XN’ are calculated by

\[
ΔG_{ox} = ΔG_{SHE}^{°} + ΔG_{ox}^{°} - n·e·U - n·0.0592·pH
\]

where ΔG_{SHE}^{°} = 0 eV is the Gibbs free energy change of the SHE, which serves as the reference, ΔG_{ox}^{°} is the standard Gibbs free energy change of the oxidation reaction:

\[
XN + nH₂O(l) → XN’ + n(H⁺ + e⁻) + rO₂
\]

calculated using energies from DFT simulation and gas-phase experimental entropies. U is the applied potential against the SHE, and e is the electron charge. See the Additional Computational Methods section in Supporting Information for the details of the calculations of ΔG°ₜₐ.

Figure 3b shows that the surface undergoes spontaneous hydration to B1 (red region), and then is subsequently oxidized at 0.46 V (= [1.26 + 0.13] eV/3 e⁻) to B3 (orange region). At 0.63 V (= [1.55 + 0.33] eV/3 e⁻), the surface is further oxidized to B5 (blue region). Figure 3c shows the corresponding Pourbaix diagram from pH = 7 to 14. It illustrates how the coexistence potential varies with pH. The water splitting chemistry is done in excess of the equilibrium potential (0.40 V at pH = 14), and each individual elementary step requires much larger potential to be spontaneous, as shown later. And thus, at these realistic kinetically permissive potentials (≥0.4 V), the most relevant surface would be B5.

### 2.4. Catalytic Mechanism

The O₂ evolution catalytic cycles on the relevant highly oxidized bulk-like TiO₂ (A3 in Figure S7, or L3) and 2 × 1-1 DL surfaces (B5 or R4) are shown in Figure 4a,b, respectively. We first discuss the chemical details of their respective elementary steps, then we proceed to Figure 4a.

**Figure 4. (a) Oxygen evolving reaction cycle on the bulk-like TiO₂ termination and (b) on the 2 × 1-1 DL reconstruction. A single bond between two O atoms indicates a peroxo, while a one-and-a-half bond indicates a superoxo species. Schematics show only the basis units of the top TiO₂ layer of the 2 × 2 supercells (simulation size). For a complete cycle, two water molecules are consumed, and an O₂ molecule and 4 H⁺ ions are produced. The species experiencing chemical changes are in color. See Table 2 for the required applied potential for each reaction step to be driven to spontaneity.**
comparing and contrasting the two, both qualitatively and quantitatively. Single-site activity study is performed to be able to simulate a low-frequency reaction (only a small fraction of the sites undergo O\textsubscript{2} formation at one time), and thus the neighbor of the “active site” is likely fixed to the equilibrium configuration during the reaction. The 2 × 2 simulation size is the smallest cell in which this can be modeled. Thus, while the neighbor is transiently “inactive”, this site is able to participate in the chemical reaction as well.

The oxidation cycle on the bulk-like TiO\textsubscript{2} termination is shown in Figure 4a. The mechanistic study is similar to the one presented in ref 45. Figure 4a shows the likely reaction cycle operative at potentials between 0.50 and 1.5 V. Reaction step (1) produces a OH on a Ti site, followed by (2), production of O directly coordinated to a lattice O. The coordination of the O adatom to a lattice O removes the necessity to oxidize the Ti site further where instead a surface peroxy O\textsubscript{2}− is formed. Since the lattice O are already bound to two Ti atoms, they have to expand their valence to three to be available to accommodate the extra O. (3), OOH may then form upon another oxidative attack by water on the same site, and (4), finally releases an O\textsubscript{2}, freeing the Ti site available to undergo another cycle.

O\textsubscript{2} evolution on the 2 × 1-DL surface, on the other hand, is achieved as follows (shown in Figure 4b): (1) Beginning with surface R1, “Ti”=“O” is oxidized by adding H\textsubscript{2}O and losing a proton, resulting in an O radical. (2) Further oxidation of the “Ti” site generates a peroxo-type O\textsubscript{2} ligand (see diatomic parameters in Table 1). (3) After another single electron oxidation at the “Ti” site, coupled with the adsorption of a hydroxo at the “Ti” site, the R4 (B5) structure (Figure 1g) is generated. The O\textsubscript{2} bond contracts, its stretching frequency rises, and the Löwdin charge decreases, consistent with forming a superoxo (Table 1). These changes are accompanied by the removal of a proton from a water molecule at the “Ti” site, as summarized by the reactions in Scheme 1. (4) Finally,

![Diagram of atomic orbital (2s and 2p states) PDOS of the O species in the catalytic cycle for the 2 × 1 TiO\textsubscript{2}-DL surface in Figure 4b. Broken line: majority spin states, solid line: minority spin states. E\textsubscript{F} is the Fermi level, where states are occupied and unoccupied below and above this line, respectively. The orbital occupation is consistent with o xo, o xo radical, peroxy, and superoxo orbital occupation schemes, from top to bottom. The splitting of the O\textsubscript{2}−π* orbitals is due to the sigma bonding interaction interaction of one of these orbitals with “Ti.”](image)

**Scheme 1. Proton-Coupled Electron-Transfer Step Involving both “Ti” and bTi Simultaneously in Step 3 of Figure 4b**

\[ \overset{\text{a}}{\text{Ti}(\text{O}_2)} \rightarrow \overset{\text{a}}{\text{Ti}}(\text{O}_2^\text{−})^* + e^- \]

\[ \overset{\text{b}}{\text{Ti}} + \text{H}_2\text{O} \rightarrow \overset{\text{b}}{\text{Ti}}(\text{OH})^- + \text{H}^+ \]

deprotonation of the “Ti” site creates an O\textsubscript{2}− that replaces the desorbed dioxygen molecule at the “Ti”, regenerating R1. This step is suggested by our DFT relaxation studies; when an O atom is on the “Ti” site and an O\textsubscript{2} is present on the “Ti” site, the O\textsubscript{2} spontaneously desorbs.

Projected density of states (PDOS) calculations show that the states near the Fermi level are mostly derived from adsorbate O/ O\textsubscript{2} frontier orbitals (Figure 5). Completely filled and partially empty O−2p states on R1 and R2, respectively, fully filled O\textsubscript{2}−π−π* orbitals on R3, and a half-filled O\textsubscript{2}−π* orbital on R4 confirm the formation from oxo, to oxo radical, to peroxy, and finally, to superoxo after steps (1), (2), and (3), respectively.

There are two distinct features in the mechanism proposed here that are often not explicitly touched on in other proposed mechanisms for O\textsubscript{2} production from water on oxides. First, our mechanism is of the Mars–van Krevelen-type, but with H\textsubscript{2}O as the O source. A lattice oxygen (O) participates directly as a reactant, which is then replenished by a fully deprotonated water. Mars–van Krevelen-type mechanisms often operate in catalytic oxidation reactions, but the lattice O is usually replenished through dissociative adsorption of O\textsubscript{2}. Second, there are two types of active metal sites on the surface, different in the way they share electrons with their adsorbates, i.e., one is nucleophilic, the more electron-rich: “Ti”, while the other is electrophilic, bTi. Usually, the mechanism involving transition-metal oxides assumes that all active metal sites are homogeneous. In our mechanism, the two types of Ti on the surface have a synergistic effect on the O\textsubscript{2} production process.

“Ti” serves as excellent binding site for electrophilic radicals such as “OH” and “O•”, where they undergo a redox reaction with the “Ti”=“O”. The presence of a nucleophile, such as “OH” and O\textsubscript{2}−, on “Ti” then makes it easier to oxidize O\textsubscript{2}−/O\textsubscript{2}•− on “Ti”, which leads to the production of O\textsubscript{2}. Thus, together they perform as one nearly ideal catalytic unit. Another defining characteristic of the mechanism is that the positive charge is accumulated on the O species and not on the Ti; the Ti charges remain at +4 throughout the cycle.

The difference between the mechanism on the 1 × 1 and on the 2 × 1-DL is that in the 1 × 1, the lattice O is strongly bound to the surface such that an oxygen vacancy would be required to form between two Ti atoms if the lattice O is to participate in the O\textsubscript{2} generation. Therefore, in the former case, O\textsubscript{2} is produced from incoming water molecules exclusively. This is unlike the singly coordinated O found on the 2 × 1 reconstructed surface. Also, the Ti atoms in the former case are essentially catalytically independent. We note that each Ti in the unreconstructed surface is connected to another by only one O bridging atom and are at least 4 Å away from each other. In the 2 × 1, the Ti ions (“Ti” and bTi) are connected by two bridging O atoms and are only ≈2.8 Å away from each other.
Table 2 shows the calculated potential bias, U vs SHE, required to make each step in the mechanisms shown in Figure 4.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>step</th>
<th>(1 × 1)TiO₂</th>
<th>(2 × 1)TiO₂-DL</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>1</td>
<td>0.25</td>
<td>0.92</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2</td>
<td>1.45</td>
<td>0.05</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>3</td>
<td>0.44</td>
<td>0.33</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>4</td>
<td>−0.53</td>
<td>0.30</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

**The catalytic cycles are shown in Figure 4.**

4 reversible at pH = 14. The largest biases are 1.45 V (Δψ_{max} = 1.05 V) and 0.92 V (Δψ_{max} = 0.52 V) for the bulk-like TiO₂ and the 2 × 1-DL reconstruction, respectively. The overpotential (Δψ_{max}) lowering found in the 2 × 1-DL reconstruction agrees with the experimentally found increase in its catalytic activity. Although it is difficult to quantitatively ascribe the 0.5 V reduction in the theoretical thermodynamic overpotential, Δψ_{max} to any of the Tafel parameters, this lowering is believed to correspond to barrier reduction in the rate-limiting step leading to an enhanced rate.39,42−45 This could potentially explain the difference between the oxygen evolution rates experimentally found for the two surfaces.

Comparable DFT evaluations of the overpotential for water splitting on the (110) terminated rutile-type oxides (RuO₂, IrO₂, and TiO₂)43,44 and (100) terminated perovskite-type oxides45 have been reported. In these studies, the barriers to forming OH, O, OOH, and O₂ as assisted by those oxide surfaces have been calculated (employing the same mechanism presented for the 1 × 1 TiO₂ surface discussed above). These studies found an overpotential trend that is consistent with the experimental overpotential trends (for example, for rutile-type oxides the overpotential trend is TiO₂ > IrO₂ > RuO₂).43,44 A 0.37 V thermodynamic overpotential was found for RuO₂, 0.56 V for IrO₂,43 and a higher overpotential for TiO₂, 0.78 V.44 Clearly, the diverse coordination on the reconstructed surface of SrTiO₃ are an improvement over those (110) termination of the rutile-type TiO₂ and (001) TiO₂-termination of SrTiO₃. This further illustrates that the cubane-like structure of the 2 × 1-DL, which is not present on either the rutile (110) surface or the bulk-like TiO₂ termination of SrTiO₃, is the key component in the reconstruction’s reactivity.

2.5. Comparison with Biological and Molecular Systems. A mechanism involving two active sites is a common theme in known efficient water-splitting molecular and biological catalysts. For example, in the Mn₃CaO₄ cluster found in the oxygen evolving center (OEC) of the photosystem II protein complex,60,61 a highly electron-deficient O species is produced on the terminal Mn not belonging to the Mn₃CaO₄ cube, while the Ca²⁺ acts as binding site for nucleophilic OH⁻ / H₂O. Together these species react to form O₂⁻, either via a nucleophilic attack on the electrophilic oxo group on the Mn site or oxyl radical attack on the adsorbed water on Ca.60−64 A mechanism requiring dual active site has been proposed for some dinuclear Ru-based molecular water-oxidation catalysts as well.54,65 The two strongly electronically coupled Ru sites perform distinct roles, where only one Ru supports and produces the O₂⁻.64,65

Here, the role of site complementary on the reconstructed surface of SrTiO₃ has been shown to be of significance, where two sites that bind and make available electron-deficient and electron-rich O species are in tandem. Such are the roles of the two electronically distinct Ti sites in the reconstruction. This design principle, suggested to be beneficial for molecular and biological systems, seems to be universal and could also be a strong concept to adopt in heterogeneous catalysts, as theoretically demonstrated herein.

3. MATERIALS AND METHODS

3.1. Surface Synthesis and Characterization. To obtain the 2 × 1 surface we process the as received single crystals (0.7% Nb w/w or 1.4 mol %, MTI Corp.) as follows: (1) UHV outgassing at 600 °C for 30 min; (2) UHV Sputter with Ar⁺ for 10 min at 1 kV and 1.1 μA ion current, followed by UHV (2 × 10⁻⁶ Torr) annealing at 600 °C for 20 min, this sputter-annel cycle is performed twice; (3) ultrasonication in water bath39 at room temp for 1 h in air; (4) etch for 90 s in a commercial buffered hydrofluoric acid etchant36,66 (NH₄F:HF = 6:1 by volume) in air, rinse with water and dry with N₂ stream; (5) furnace treatment at 980 °C for 2 h with 5 °C/min ramp rate32 and O₂ flow (ultra purity) at 2.5 L/min; (6) UHV anneal at 1020 °C for 10 min or more as needed to obtain sharp and intense 2 × 1 surface reconstruction measured by LEED. After electrolysis we confirm with LEED the 2 × 1 reconstruction by UHV annealing at ≈950 °C for ≈6−7 min. Control samples were generated using incomplete combinations of these processes, namely, as received, etched + furnace = (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) + (5), sputterannealed + furnace = (1) + (2) + (5), sputterannealed + etched + furnace = (1) + (2) + (3) + (4) + (5), and UHV = (6) for 10 min. LEED images were obtained at 38, 48, 61, 76, and 98 eV. 38 eV was found to be most suitable to get sharp 2 × 1 patterns. The samples were radiatively heated, and temperatures were measured using an optical pyrometer.

3.2. Electrode Preparation and Photoelectrochemical Measurements. The (2.5 or 5) × 5 × 0.5 mm³ sized crystals were painted with Ga-In eutectic (99.99%) on the unpolished side to serve as the ohmic contact. Copper wires were then attached to this side of the crystals using Ag paint. Heat-shrink tubing was used to insulate the entire lengths of the Cu wires, while waterproof epoxy was used to insulate the back of the crystals (Figure S11 in the Supporting Information). A three-electrode setup was constructed, and a custom-built glass photoelectrochemical cell equipped with a quartz window was used for all electrochemical measurements, shown in Figure S12 in the Supporting Information. The Epsilon Electrochemical workstation from BASi Analytical instruments was used as the potentiostat. A 23 cm Pt coil was used as the auxiliary electrode, while a single-junction Ag/AgCl electrode (in 4 M KCl electrolyte saturated with AgCl, Fisher Scientific Accucell) was used as the reference (+0.20 V vs SHE). Prior to electrochemical measurements, the sample electrode was soaked in 1 M NaOH for ≈1 h. Electrochemical measurements were recorded in 1 M NaOH aqueous solution, with and without UV−vis light illumination from a 200 W Hg[Xe] lamp. The I−V and I−t curves were measured with acquisition frequencies of 1/10 and 0.1 Hz, respectively.

3.3. Resistivity and Optical Properties. The resistivities of the samples were measured via the four-point probe method using a Cascade Microtech prober with 1.25 mm probe spacings. Using a J. A. Woollam M-2000 ellipsometer, dielectric properties, n and k, were extracted from raw data using an empirical spline fit. Reflectivities were taken at 65° angle averaged over different light polarizations.

3.4. Theoretical Calculations. DFT calculations were performed with the Perdew−Burke−Ernzerhof (PBE)67 generalized gradient approximation (GGA) for the exchange−correlation functional as implemented in the Quantum Espresso (QE) package.68 The effect of applying an effective Hubbard−U correction69 onto the Ti 3d orbitals on the reaction energies in the catalytic cycles was checked and is shown in Figure S13 in the Supporting Information. The effective U was determined to be 4.72 eV from a linear-response calculation69 involving a 2 × 2 × 2 SrTiO₃ supercell. Norm-conserving optimized
designed nonlocal pseudopotentials were generated using the OPIUM package. Four-unit-cell-thick slabs with \( 2 \times 2 \times 2 \) surface supercells and in-plane lattice constant of 3.95 Å were used to simulate the surfaces. A vacuum separation of \( 16 \) Å in the direction normal to the slab has been included, with a dipole correction in the same direction to eliminate artificial electrostatic interactions. The Brillouin zone was sampled via the Monkhorst-Pack method with a \( 3 \times 3 \times 1 \) mesh. As for the molecules (\( \text{H}_2 \) and \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \)), the total energy of a gas-phase molecule was approximated by calculating the energy of an isolated molecule that is separated from its repeat image by 12 Å along three orthogonal directions. In the \( \text{H}_2\text{O} \) case, a dipole correction was also employed along the direction of the molecule’s dipole. We performed spin-unrestricted calculations when deemed necessary. Structural relaxation has been carried out until the force on each atom is below 0.01 eV/Å. We calculated the free energy of the reactions using the DFT energies (\( T=0 \) K) and extrapolated to 298 K using the experimental entropies of the gas-phase reactants and products. Zero point energy corrections to the total energy were calculated, applying the harmonic approximation, using linear response \( \Gamma \)-point phonon calculations for the surfaces and molecules as implemented in the QE package (see “Additional Computational Methods” section in the Supporting Information). For the surface phonon calculations, only motions of the TiO\(_2\) overlay or the top bulk-like layer were considered. This was done because we assume that the zero point energy contributions of the bottom layers would simply cancel each other out in the Gibbs free energy change calculations.

We used the electrochemical oxide path proposed by J. O. Bockris as the initial guess for the mechanism. We then introduced modifications in the reaction mechanism and intermediate states guided by the results in the DFT relaxation studies. The slabs remain insulating even in the presence of adsorbates, indicating that there is no significant long-range electronic reorganization among different sites on the surface or in the bulk to accommodate the adsorbates.

See “Additional Computational Methods” in the Supporting Information for the thermodynamic framework of the catalytic efficiency analysis.
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